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commentletters

From: kosmo <kosmosinu@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 2:59 AM
To: commentletters
Subject: 4/5/16 BOARD MEETING 

Item 3. Of course we support and highly encouraging to rotate current staff - retrain/refresh and 
update understandings; every division staff regularly needs to be at the designated water body to 
listen to feel and to know water energy.  
 
following prioritize concerns are sorted by degree:(in order of the expansion of one planetarian water 
body consciousness will stimulate collective mind to be more in harmony with co-existing 
environment...  
- adoption/consideration of the resolution/ordinance/order for prohibitstion/restriction fishing activities- 
living species right to live and to be protected : for commercial if such purpose at the designated area 
to let fish come by it self(a fish choice) and to be treated that way.  
- restoration/rehabilitation protection first one American River to designate status @sanctuary with all 
life within@ _ a buffering zone at least 15 feet from the shore (like watertreatment plant by the 
university fanced).  
After it's secured along perimeter with monitoring cameras activity; to start cleaning/removing old 
wood / installing on each bridge debris catcher and regularly maintaining the flow._As much we will 
care of the living River energy with adoptively in current society_ as much it will reflect energy to us.  
This one is very important because American powerful river energy merging at the centre capital of 
our state (generating and reflecting river vortex energy through and surround) 
 
Thank you for your consideration, time and focus on this matter. This is our home and we striving as 
much to take care of it - otherwise we not deserve one.  
 
Nazar Kosmo 
 
p.s.:Those written comments to be submitted unless will not make it to the meeting (in search of job 
opportunities: to fix macbook for more efficiency to find a place to live and to support my family) 

(4/5/16) Board Meeting- Item 3
Interagency Agreements

Deadline: 3/30/16 by 12:00 noon
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